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Panjabi Class Homework 
Grade – Grade 1 
Date – 01/21/2012 
 
Jaspal Aunty’s Class: 
 

Today in class we practiced how to build words when you know the sound of the 

alphabet and sound of vowel. I gave dictation in class with words they have learnt 

and also the words they haven’t learnt. Kids did Good job spelling them.  I would 

like parents to say some common words that we use in our daily language and let the 

kids try to build that word. Make sure the words contain vowels they have learnt. 

1. Do the Home work sheet on Hora kanura. 

2. Learn the hora kanaura vocabulary words. 

3. Everyone should know three pauris of Jupji sahib. 

4. 10 Punjabi Months. 

5. 25 History questions. 

Malka Aunty’s Class: 

Congratulations to Ms.Krisham Kaur and Ms. Nirmol Kaur for Student of the week of 

1/21/12 .Well done girls.Keep working hard. 

Looking for another students doing their best in and out of classrooms. 
 

1. Please write each mistake 5 times from test # 1. words are below 

HAND,HEAD, EAR,12,37,SPRING,PINK,MONDAY,DOWN,MAY-JUNE .Kids had to 

write these items in PUNJABI. 

EXP :Head -isr 
2. Please write each mistake 5 times from Test # 2 was dictation of below words. 
nwnk,AjIq, zorwvr,kOr,isMG 
3. Jasdeep and Sameer please study your vowels write 5 words of each vowel.Also READ 
:Bindi,Tippi,Audhuk pages .  
4.Sureet please read Bindi , Tippi, Audhak and Kanna pages from your book.Must know 
the difference between these vowels. 
5. Please know how to say and write numbers in punjabi like number 2 is  do 1-40 test will 

be from these numbers. 
6. Read 1st five history questions test will be from there too.Must read without pause 
.Read clear and loud. 
7.Memorize 4th and 5th Paudi. 


